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ART. XL-On Molecular PhysiClJj by Prot W. A. NORTON. 

[Oontinued from voL xl, p. 78.] 

Terrestrial Magnetz8m.-In accordance with the ideas already 
advanced as to the essential nature of electrical excitation (p.249) 
we may conceive that the earth may derive its magnetic condi
tion from currents developed in its crust by the impulsive action 
of the ether of space upon thc molecular atmospheres.' Both the 

, As Intimated In a formor part of this memoir, the priorit, in tllO publication of 
the genoml theory that the outh diirivoa its magnetic condition from ita collision 
with the elher oC space is c:ooeeded to ProCessor Hinrichs, of the Iowa State Uni. 
versily, and formerly of Copenhagen. But the idM was no len nn original one with 
the author; and 11\8 conception of tbo cesentinl Ilnturo of dynamic electricity, IUId 
the magnetic condition of the Barth, nod his physical theory of terrostrial magnetic 
phenomenn, as reaultiDg' from the sarno sllpposed original cause, are materially dif. 
ferent from the views ndvancod hy Profe1'Sor Hinrichs. It will be seen also that 
the tbeory now presented is but tho complement to a previous series of researeh81t 
upon Terrestrial l\IlIgnetism, prosecuted, at intervats; tbrough 11 period oC about. 
twenty y~rs;. and a natural ofFshout from tho theory oC Molecular Physics pro
pounded to thIS paper. 
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rotatory and orbital motions of the earth may be concerned in 
the production of such currents. The rotation of the earth 
should develop currents at each point of its surface, starting in 
a direction parallel to the equator, and flowing from enat to west. 
Also if we consider the points of the earth lying on or near the 
meridian whose plane passes through the sun, and designate the 
velocity of the earth in its orbit by V and that of rotation by v, 
the absolute velocity of the points in question, will be V +v on 
the side opposite to the sun, and V -von the side toward the 
sun. The current in the former cnse, due to the velocity V +v, 
will run from east to west j nnd that in the latter case, due to 
the velooity V -V, will run from west to east. The iptensity of 
the former may be represented by m(V +v)S, and of the latter 
b, m(V -v) 2. Taking the difference between these t.wo expres
sIons we obtain as the excess of the intensity of the east and 
west current over the other, 4mVv. Such then would be the 
intensity of tbe effective current at any point, due to the combi· 
nation of the velocity of rotation and the velocity in the orbit. 
At points of tbe earth's surface, at any moment in the vicinity 
of the meridian at right angles to that just considered, the cur
rents developed, so far as tliey originate in the tan~ential action 
of the ether, will be wholly due to the earth's rotatIon. At cer
tain distances from this meridian the component of the orbital 
velocity, in a direction parallel to the surface, will exceed the 
velocity of rotation j and the current developed, on the side 
nearest the sun, will run from west to east. East and west cur
rents will therefore be developed at every place during the 
greater part of any single day, and the opposite current will 
originate only during a. certain interval of time before and after 
the middle of the day. Also the east and west current will be 
more intense than the opposite current developed in correspond
ing positions. At the close of a day a certain resultant current, 
for each place, should remain, running from east to west. As 
the obliquity of the ecliptic to the meridian at the hour of noon, 
at any place, is continually changing during the year, this result
ant current must be continually changing its direction. This 
change of direction may be represented by supposing the cur
rent developed each day to lie in a small circJe traced around the 
point 90° from the eoliptic on the meridian 90° from the station, 
and that this magnetic pole is carried through the geographical 
pole in the course of a year. Under this idea each place will 
have its separate oscillating magnetic pole. At the end of n. 
year these diverse directions of current will also have n result
ant; and by considering contiguous places it may be seen that 
these annual resultants will lie, for a certain district, in parallel 
small circles, having a common pole. . If we confine our atten
tion to points on the equator, and suppose the magnetic proper-
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ties of the crust of the earth to bo the same at all points, it is 
plain that every such role will coincide with the geographical 
pole; since the annun resultants would be coincident with the 
equator. But should the conductibility of t.he earth be unequal 
in different directions, the fiDal currents developed in such direc· 
tions should be unequal, nnd bence the anunol resultants should 
be variously inclined to the equator, and their poles llave diverse 
positions. At points situated without the equator tho unequal 
intensities of tbe currents, developed at different seasons of the 
year, will determine at each locality an annunl resultant having 
a certain direction, generally more or less inclined to the equator. 

In what precedes we have confined our attention to the nction 
of the ether in directions tangential to the earth. Such currents 
should be chiefly of the nature of galvanic currents, that lS, pro· 
ceeding from molecule to molecule. Those which result daily from 
the combined effect of the two motions of the earth will originate 
in lines para.llel to the ecliptic, and follow the uirections (or at 
least in their mean co·urse) of circles traced around the position 
of the pole above mentioned, on the earth's surface, on the day con· 
sidered. These may be called ecliptic currents. The currents 
due to the earth's rotation alone will be of a similar character, 
and follow circles parallel to the equator. These two sets of 
currents, especially the former, play t.he prominent part in origin
ating and maintaining the normal magneti~m of the earth, and 
determining the secular changes that occur in its distributipD. 
'l'he currents resulting fromtbe earth's rotation, can serve only to 
maintain a uniform normal condition of such currents previously 
developed. ~ut the ether of space, nls? i~pinges normal~y upon 
the forward SIde of the earth. The prInCIpal effect of thIS mode 
of action, that we have occasion to consider, will be the origina· 
tion of a series of waves of translation in the sea of electric ether 
that pervades the interstices of the molecules, spreading out from 
the most advanced point of the earth. They may be conceived to 
consist of an endless number of Ii near currents radiating in great 
circles from that point. This description of currents exhibit 
their effects conspicuous1y in the daily and annual variations of 
the declination and directive force of the needle. They con. 
spire with the others, and to a certain extent modify them, and 
originate similar ones. 

It should be added that the more permanent magnetic foroes 
devel9ped by the currents above considered may consist, in a 
great degree, in secondary currents excited within the molecules 
of the eartb. The author's former investigations accord with 
this view. In a memoir on Terrestrial Magnetism published in 
this Journal, vol. iv, p. I, a theory of the magnetic action of 
the earLh was propounded and discul!8ed, based upon the funda
mental assumption that" every particle of matter at the earth's 
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surface, and to a certain depth below the surface, is the center of 
a magnetio force exerted tangentially to the circumference of 
every vertical circle that may be conceived to be traced around 
it." Tbis tangentinl actioD, upon the north pole of the needle, 
was conceived to be direoted downward on the north side of 
the particle, and upward on the south side, (see p. 4 of the 
paper just referred to). No\v if we regard the partIcles of the 
earth's crust as so many separate magnets j-magnetized by 
electric currents, developed 118 we have been considering,-we 
are conducted, by an inevitable sequence, to this fundamental 
basis of the theory in question. For, all such molecular magnets 
will at each station have their axes perpendicular to the resultant 
currents traversing that station, to wliich the magnetization is 
due. The north end of every such indefinitely small magnet 
will exert an attractive force upon the north end of the needle, 
and the south end will exert an equal repulsive force upon the 
north end of the needle. Since tlie lines of directions of these 
forces will not be strictly coincident, their' resultant \vill bisect 
the outer an~le between them, nnd so be perpendicular to the 
line proceedmg from the center of the molecular magnet. A 
series of such minute ~nets, extending for a sman distance 
will form a magnet of finlte len~th, the entire action of whioh 
will be sensibly the sum of the lDdividual aotions, and will be 
perpendicular to the line proceeding from the middle of the 
magnet. The directive action of the earth will be virtually this. 

This being allowed, it follows, ns deduced in the former paper, 
that, except in high latitudes, the needle will be perpendioular 
to the lines of equal moleoular magnetic intensity; also that, the 
horizontal directive force exerted by the earth will be propor
tional, or nearly so, at each station, to the molecular magnetic 
intensity; and the vertioal force approximatively proportional 
to the di1l'erence of these intensities on one side and the other of 
the lines of equal force. It may be added here that the above 
conception brings our theory into essential correspondence (from 
the mechanical point of vie \V) with Gauss's; and thus that the 
conclnsions of liis memoir become deducible from the present 
physical theory. 

If we conceive the magnetic force of the earth to be wholly 
due to the direct action of the electric ourrents, circulating from 
moleoule to molecule, the force exerted by each element of the 
current should be of the same character, and have n. similar direc
tion to that in the case just sUP'posed. But, since the resultant 
currents are shifting their positIon from year to yeuJ it follows 
that they may differ somewhat from the Hnes of equal molecular 
force. In the sequel we shall, in general, for greater simplicity 
and distinctness of conception, l'egard the magnetic action of the 
earth ns due to the primary cnrrents, developed as before ex-
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plained. If these give place, either wholly, or in par~ to molec
ular currents, the results will be essentially the same. 

])istribution oj Terrestrial Magnetism.-The inequality in the 
distribution of the magnetism of the earth, upon the same par· 
allel of latitude, ma.v be supposed to arise from differenoos of 
conductibility in different parts of the earth, It is conceivable 
that such differences may.exist as a consequence of the exist
ence of two great systems of continental elevations j and that 
the magnetic condition of the.earth may be represented by sup
posing that two sets of currents, originating in these elevations, 
are superimposed upon those which are due to the undisturbed 
condition of the crust of the earth. But there is another conoop
tion that may be formed of the possible origin of the unequal 
distribution of the earth's magnetism, which does not involve 
the supposition of unequal conductibility. It is that the r>res
ent magnetic state of the earth originated at a remote period in 
the history of the earth, when it was still'in the process of con
densation, and its period of rotation was much longer than at 
present. It will readily be seen that at every epoch, during this 
transition period, in which the period of rotation was the * part 
of the tropical year, n being an even number, the same region 
of the earth's surface would, at the close of each successive year, 
be, for a considerable interval of time, about the autumnal equi
nox; on the opposite side of the earth from the sun i and thus 
wonld come to be traversed by strong currents running from N. 
of E. to S. of W. (p. 69) :-also that at each successive vernal 
equinox, the same region would be on the side of the earth 
turned toward the sun, and therefore in the most favorable posi
tion for the currents already developed at the autumnal equinox: 
to he reenforced by the new currents: The systems of currents 
thus originating, at such successive epochs, would not, in general, 
be coincident i but it will be seen in the sequel (p. 74) that 
each system should become subject to a motion of revolution, 
under the operation of the new effective currents annually devel
oped, and that the annual rate of displacement should be differ
ent for each system, unless their currents should he of equal 
intensity, which would be in the highest degree improbable. 
Now if the shifting movements of the different flets of currents 
were unequal, the tendency should have been, in the lapse of 
ages, to bring them all into coincidence, or to consolidate them 
into one system in each hemisphere. In the light of Gauss's 
investigations into the magnetic state of the earth, we may con
clude that the earth has actually reached this period of its mag
netic history. 

~ It is here implied that the more effectiv~ currents are developed at the equi· 
noxes; in ell:ptanatioD of this Bee pp. 69, 72. . 

AM. JOOR. SOL-8BOONJ) SIIIUBS, VOL. XLI, No. 12l.-JAN., 1866. 
9 
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At the epochs for which fl was an uneven number, two sys
tems of currents should have been developed, one at each equi
nox, and the intensity of each of these would have been much 
less than that of the single system (the sum of the two equi
noctials,stems), answering to the epoch when n was an even 
number. These separate systems of currents should, therefore, 
by reMon of their secular movements, have tended to become 
incorporated with the other more effective ones, which would 
have been dispillced more slowly .. 

It will be seen, in another connection, that the mognetic s1.'\te 
of the earth experiences certain changes, from year to ycart-in 
response to the vI\ryi9g magnetio ana electric condition of the 
sun's surface. We may then conclude! from our present point 
of view, that the existlDg system of'mngneLio currents should 
bear the traces not only of the changes through which tbe mag
netic condition of the earth has passed, but also of the mighty 
changes that have passed over tlie face of the sun. 

From our present point of vie\v we may discern the probable 
link of connection between the magnetism and the temperature 
of the earth. In the pa~r already referred to (p. 63) a mathe
matical exposition was glven of the formal relations subsisting 
between the principles of magnetism and heat in the crust of the' 
earth, based upon certain mecbanical ideas. We have already 
seen (p. 64) tnat the fundamental ideas then assumed are in 
essenti81 accordance with the present theory of the origin of 
terrestrial magnetism. It may now be added that the mathe
matical relations shown to subsist, between the intensity of the 
magnetic action and the temperature, may be seen to have a 
physical basis. The dependence bere alluded to arises from the 
fact that the electric currents developed by the impulsive action 
of tbe ether of space, within the crust of the earth, must, to a 
certain extent, pass off in the form. of heat; and ~hat the earth 
may derive a large portion of its beat from this source. Ine
qualities in the mean temperature of the earth's crust, at equal 
distances from the equator, should result from inequalities of 
elevation, &CO, and from variations in the intensity of the result
ant cunenfB traversing the localities. It will be readily seen 
that, if the inequalities of the mean temperature of the crust of 
of the earth resulted entirely from the heat developed by the 
supposed action of the ether of space, the distribution of the 
temperature and magnetism. would entirely correspond; that the 
poles of greatest cold would coinoide with the magnetic poles, 
and the thermal equator with the magnetic equator. 

perWdical Variati01l3 of the Magnetic Elements.-In.a paper pub
lished in this Journalt vol. xix, p. 18S i the author undertook to 
show that these variations are such as should result from two 
supposed sets of currents, traversing the photosphere of the 
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earth, or two corresponding sets of currents traversing the earth's 
crust. These currents were called, respectively, t'adi~ and eclip. 
tic; the radial currents radiating from the region of the photo
sphere most directly exposed to the impulsive action of the sun's 
rays, and the ecliptic orIginating on the side of the earth toward 
the sun, and in directions parallel to the {llane of the ecliptic. 
We have now to observe, (1.) That the ecliptic eurrents funning 
from east t<1 west, formerly supposed to lie developed in the 
earth's photosphere, have their counterparts in currents running 
from west to east in the crust of the earth, and developed by 
the orbitnl motion of the earth, on the side nearest t11e sun. 
(2.) That the orbital motion of the earth develops, within the 
mass of the earth, currents running from east to west on the side 
of the earth opposite to the sun. (3.) The impUlsive Dction of 
the ether upon the forward parts of the earth, as it advances in 
its orbit, must originate currents radiating from those regions, 
over the earth; and will especially give rise, in the early morn
ing hours, to currents running toward the north in latitudes 
lying to the north of the ecliptic, which will deflect the needle 
toward the east. Strictly, the two sets of ecliptic currents, the 
one having an easterly and the other a westerly trend, will be 
developed, at various points on one side Dnd the other of the 
circle of intersection with the earth of a plane passing throu~h 
the most advanced point and the geographical pole. The speCIal 
currents developed on the circle perpendicular to this, will have 
the greatest intensity on the side opposite to the sun, as already 
shown. The effects of the diverse currents, originating in the 
impulsive action of the ether of space upon the preceding half 
of the earth, are conspicuously observatile in the variations of 
the declination and horizontal force during the last half of the 
night and the earlier part of the day. As the day advances, the 
radial photospheric currents (see this Journal, vol. xix, p.190) 
come into more effective action, and greatly modify the mD~netic 
variations that would result from the currents just mentIoned. 
They augment the diminution of the horizontal force in the fore
noon and deflect the needle farther to the west at midday.1 They 
are also the principal cause of the increase of the horizontal 
force in the afternoon. The change of the hours of the morn
ing maxima and minima with the sensons, is mainly a conse
quence of the changes experienced during the year, in the posi
tion of the circle of the earth, perpendicular to the radius of the 
earth's orbit at 6 A. JIL, with respect to a meridian passing through 
the most ndvanced point of the earth's surface, at that hour. 
The circle iu question coincides with the meridian at the two 
equinoxes; is inclined 23-?r° to" it, on the west side, at the summer 

I The epeelal eO'ecls here alludcd to. and in gencral the effects referred to in wh4~ 
follow8, are those observed in our latitudes. 
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Bolstice; and under the same angle on the east side at the winter 
solsLice. In consequence. of the chan~e of position of this circle 
the radial currents tend to alter the cntical hours above relerred 
to. For the rest it should be observed that. the phenomena 
all show that the temporary corrents by which they are pro· 
duced, do not come into most effective action until a certain inter
val of time after the moment of most intense excitation i because, 
doubtless, of the residual currents that continue in· action, with 
diminishing energy. 

The two sets of corrents, that have been specified, afford a 
complete explanation of the observed periodical variations of 
the declination and directive force of the magnetic needle. In 
considering their separate action it is to be distinctly observed: 
(1) that the currents produced in the earth's crust by the impul· 
sive action of the ether of space are developed nt eRch station, 
between the hours of midnight and noon-though the currents 
thus excited will be propagnted on and produce a' certain effect 
at other stations, before midnight and aner noon ;-(2) that the 
radial photospheric currents are chiefly effective bet\veen the 
hours of 6 .A.. lL nnd 6 P. )[.-though their influence extends, 
e3pecially during the summer, into the earlier and later hours of 
the night. In their effect upon the declinntion, the marked ten
dency of the first set of currents is to deflect the needle toward 
the east for a certain interval of time before and after 6 A.M., 
while the conspicuous tendenllY of the second is to deflect the 
needle toward the west for a certain interval about the middle of 
the day. .Another effect of the latter set of currents is, when 
the sun is north of the equator, to augment the morning easterly 
deflection produced by the former currents. In their effect upon 
the horizontal force of the needle, the tendency of the radial 
photospheric currents is to diminish its intensity between mid· 
night and noon, and increase it between noon and midnight i 
but these effects are especially produced during the forenoon 
and afternoon. On the other hand, tho other set of currents 
tend especially to augment the horizontal force, during tho latter 
half of the night, and to diminish it during the forenoon. The 
morning increase of the horizontal force is more conspicuous dur
ing the winter tha11 during the summer months, for the reason 
that the diminishing action of the radial currents in the morning 
hours, is greater in summer than in wiuter. 

In studying the Annual Variations, we must take note of any 
changes that may oceur during the year in the intensity of the 
two sets of currents by which all the phenomena are conceived 
to be produced. In fact both sets of currents ha.ve varying 
effective intensities. In these latitudes the radial currents are 
most effective townrd the summer, and least effective toward the 
winter solstice j-8S :l. natural result of the varying positions of 
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the point of the earth's photosphere directly underneath the 
sun.' The other set of currents, have a maximum of effeotive 
action at the autumnal equinox, and, considered individuall;r, a 
minimum at the vernal equinox." For at the autumnal eqUInox: 
the most advanced point of the earth's surface, upon which. the 
impulses of the ether fall normany, will lie 23!-0 to the north of 
the equator; and at the vernal equinox: it will lie 28!0 to the 
south of it. Owing to the annual change in the intensity of tbe 
radial currents, the diurnal variations, both of the horizontal 
force and declination of the needle, that occur during the fore· 
noon and afternoon, are ~reater in the summer than in the win· 
ter. The maximum variations occnr after the summer solstice, 
and tbe minimum after the winter solstice. By reason of the 
annual cbange in the effective action of the other set of cnrrents, 
the morning variations of the horizontal force and declination 
(i. e. for a certain interval before and after 6 A. If.) are greater a~ 
tbe autumnal than at the venial equinox. The more effective 
action of these currents at the autumnal than at the vernal equi. 
nox is conspicuously seen in the higher maximum of the hori· 
zontal force at 5 A. M. to 6 A. M., and the lower minimum about 
10 A. M. (See Prof. Bache's Discussion of the Magnetic Obser· 
vations made at Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845, p. 45.) 

We would here call attention to a special fact, from which it 
results that the currents developed by the ether, both on the 
side of the earth toward the sun, and on the opposite side, are 
especinlly effective about the equinoxes. It is that, for a consid· 
emble period before and after theRe epochs, such currents, excited 
at anyone place, have very nearly the same direction, and so 
cooperate more effectually. (See additional remark on page·72). 

Among the annual variations of declination may be specified an 
easterly movement of the needle at the hour of 6 A. If. from the 
winter to the summer solstice. The author has alread)" shown in 
his previous paper (this Journal, vol. ix, p.196) that such an effeot 
should result from the action of the radial currents. Another 
annual variation that has been detected is an augmentation of 
the mean monthly intensity of the horizontal force, from winter 

• Tho precise ej>O(h when the radial currents are most declive should vDrf. 
with the latitude of the station. It is plain thaI. nelll' the tropic of Co.ncer I~ 
should 00 some weeks before or nner the summer solstice; for at thu aummcr 
solstice nl. the hour of noon, the corrents, or wave-., that reach the elation from the 
dlaeront points of the photosphere tlmt recei va the 8l1n's rays, ~hould e:lncUy neu. 
traliw each other. The epodl, or epoehs. in question, it is obvious ehould nppl'Ollcll 
the summer solstice 118 we rscede from the Torrid Zone. The observntion8 milde a' 
Philadolphia on the homontal Coree, indicate that tho rndinl currents are most 
effective in detennining the diurnal variation of the horizontal Coree ohonl. 1\ month 
I\Dd a hall before aDd aller the summer solstice. 

" Just 118 with the radial currents, the epoch of maximum effect, must vary with 
lho mtitullQ, and in the lower Illtltuda~ should occur before QIld l1fter thll autumDlll 
equinox. 
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to summer. (Pro£ Bacbe's Discussion, &c., p. 59). To under· 
stand how this may result; it is to be observed, that, since the 
effective radial currents steadily increase in intensity from win· 
ter to summer, and since the action in the afternoon of each day 
is to augment the horizontal forc~, Bnd in the forenoon to dimin
ish it; wbatever effective residual current may remain, as the 
result of the entire action of the currents in question during a 
single day, must have the direction of the currents that aug
ment the force. By the continual accumulation of such residual 
currents, there must accordingly be a. tendency to an increase in 
the intensity of tbe horizoQtal force from winter to summer. 

But the other system of radial currents should also coOperate 
with these in producing variations in the intensity of the horizon
tal force, from one month to another. Since the effect.ive action 
of these increases, as we have Been, from the vernal to the 
autumnal equinox, and an action to augment the horizontal 
force, each day, is followed by otie to diminish it, the tendencl 
of the dany accumulation of residual currents should be to dl' 
minish its mean daily value, from the vernal to the autumnal 
equinox. Such a tendency does in fact manifest itself. As the 
result of the observations at Philadelphia, already referred to, 
the mean monthly value of the horizontal force \Vas 0'0018 of 
its absolute value less in September than in March.G 

In the former memoir it was maintained that the Irregular Dis
turbanceS of the magnetio needle might be satisfactorily explained 
if we admit the ex.istence of occasional photospheric currents 
proceeding from various points over the preceding and following 
hemispheres of the earth, and that the ordinary region of max
imum excitation lies in the plane of the ecliptic, from 60° to 90° 
to the west of the point of the earth's surface that has the sun 
in the zenith i and that the region diametrically opposite to this 
is n secondary region of special excitation. In special in· 
stances the point of maximum excitation may have other posi. 

• Tllere ore still oilier operntive causes that tend to produce Mnllal variations DC 
bnrizonbl\ force i viz., all the changes thllt Mear nnaaally in tho cft'ective action of 
the ecliptic canula, whether developed in the erust of the earth or its photosphere. 
'1110 !feneral canses of change are: (1). 11 variation in the velocity of tho earth in 
its orbit; (2),11 variation in the direetion of the currents excited: (3). n chlUlge ill 
tbo extent of the portion of each pnrnllel of Illtitnde that is exposed to tho imping. 
ing nc:tion of tho ether, or awomf matter; (4). a cluJlIgt ill the dir,dion of the pro
gTuairM motioll of the aolar syatnn, a.t comparttd with the direction of the oroitarmOo 
Cion of tM tarlli. Tho epochs of maximum and minimam.dependent upon tbe fil'li! 
CAuse, should fall Dfar the soistioos; and those dependent upon the third IIl1d fourth 
canses should filii near the equinoxes. The effects of tho second causo will vory 
with the locality. 'I'M curreJU6 due to the gmerallllotion of tM aolar lIysletn ani 
fIIDIl inUtlU ju.d llefOTI the tJmUJl equinoz, and It(Pl intnut Jrut ~fonl the autumool 
c:guiflOZ. 

The conjoint action of tbe two systems oC currents, that bave been under conBidem
tton, in determining the annual variations, might be 8triklngly exemplified by con· 
aiderio: thOBe which occur at tho intertropieai station of at. lIele1U1. 
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tiona nearer the meridian in which the sun lies. An adequate 
cause for such occasional currents may be found if we conceive 
that theY' result from the l'enetration from time to time into the 
earth's photosphere of bodies of auroral or vaporous matter, ex· 
pelled from the sun, and arrivin~ with absolute velocities, ordi· 
narily less than that of the earth 10 its orbit. The photospheric 
currents, may be conceived to' result either directly from the 
impact of the auroral matter, or indirectly from electric dis
charges at special localities within the photosphere, consequent 
upon the reception and clistribution of such bodies of matter. 

This conception of the origin of the irregular dist1,lrbances 
links them tlieoretieally, as they are in fact, on one side with 
the physical changes observed in the photosphere of the sun, 
and on the other with the auroral phenomena that occur in the 
photosphere of the earth. It contemplates the coruscations of 
the aurora and the sympathetic trembling! of the magnetic 
needle, as but one phase of the II magnetic storm" of subtile vapor 
that descends upon the earth from the regions of space. 

One of the most conspicuous facts relative to the disturbances 
under consideration is that the disturbances of the horizontal 
force that diminish its intensity prevail at all hours over those 
which augment it. This fact may be attributed, from our present 
stnnd·point, to the circumstance that the descending masses of 
auroral matter, in receiving the velocity of rotation of the pho
tosphere of the earth, must generate electric currents, or pro
gressive waves, directed toward the west. There is still another 
effect that theoretically should result from the arrival of these 
cosmical masses. The electrical excitation that should thereby 
be produced in the photosphere will act indirectly, in a greater 
or less degree, upon the earth's surface, and develop currents 
running over it in every direction from the locality immediately 
underneath the region of exciiation in the upper atmos~here. 
The increase in the morning maximum of horizontal force, 10 the 
years of greatest disturbance, gives indication of the existence of 
this eftect. The tendency of such currents will be almost identi
cally the same with the currents we have supposed to be directly 
developed in the earth's crust by the impact of the ether of space. 

The electrical action upon 'the crust of the earth here consid
ered may be in a great degree direct rather than inductive. 
That iSt the penetration of the subtile cosmical matter into the 
earth's photosphere may occasion streams of electricity in the 
direction of the impact, that may penetrate the atmosphere and 
take effect upon the earth's surface. The physical cause here 
supposed to be in operation sbould cooperate with the others 
that have been noticed in determining regular variations of the 
declination and directive force, that would be ohservable in tbe 
mean daily variations, for a month, or a year, even after these 
have been freed from the greater disturbances. 
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It is conceivable that the effects which have been ascribed to 
the radial photospherio currents might be produced by an anal
ogous system of currents lvithin the earth's crust, directed 
toward the region directly underneath the sun. But no plausi
ble cause can be assigned for the existence of such currents; 
since if the sun be supposed to produce tides in the vast sea of 
electric ether that· pervades the earth's orust, and thus originate 
the currents supposed, the consequent effects upon the declina· 
tion and horizontal force should be of the same character, if 
not of- equal amount, at midnight and at Jloon. Besides the 
moon, by this sort of action, should produce greater effects tban 
the sun. The mOOD, as a matter of fact, does exercise a distnrb
ing aotion upon the magnetic needle, but the perturbatioDS pro
duced by it have only been detected by the closest scrutin,.. 

We may here take occasion to remark that the lunar dIurnal 
variations of the declination, and of the horizon~ force, are, in 
tbeir nature, such, as sbould result from a tidal aotion of tho 
moon upon tho terrestrial sea. of electric ether. Thus there 
should De, theoretically, a maximum of west declination at the 
upper culmination, or thereabout, and another maximum at the 
lower culmination. There should also be a maximum of hor
izontal force a few hours after each culmination, and a minimum 
a few hours before each culmiuation. ]'or, the rise and fall of the 
electrical tide should be attended with cUl'rents, or rather waves 
of translation, setting from all directions toward the point under
neath the moon, or a point somewhat in ad vance of this j and 
also toward the diametrically opposite point. 

Secular Variations.-The seoular changes experienced by the 
deolination and directive force of the needle appear to be tlle 
natural COJ18e~nce of the continual operation of the physical pJ'O' 
cess by which tM earth, WCl8 originally magnetized. It will be recol
lected that this consists principally in the development of 
eoliptic currents on the side of the eartb farthest from the sun, 
whioh have.a greater intensity than the oppositely directed our
rents developed on the side toward the sun j also that these pre· 
ponderating currents which originated at any station, at the sol
stices, run from E. to W., while those developed at the vernal 
equinox proceed from S. of E. to N. of W., ana those developed 
at. the autumnal equinox from N. of E. to S. of W. It is also to 
be observed that, in the Northern Hemisphere, the currents which 
originate at the autumnal equinox ezceed in intensity, OT quantity, 
those which originate at the vernal equinox,' for the reason that a 
greater portion of each northern parallel of latitude is exposed to 
the impulsive aotion of the ether. Now oonoeive all the cur
rents in question that originate during the year, at any station, 
to be decomposed into two, one running_from E. to W., and the 
other from S. to N. or from N. to S.lt will be seen that the 
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annnal resultant of the one set of components will constitute a 
ourrent from E. to W., which will be equal to the sum of the in
dividual components; while that of the other set will be equal 
to the excess of the currents that run from N. to S. over those 
that run from S. to N. These general facts being borne in mind 
it may be Been that ~he secuiar variations of the declination 
result from the combined operation of two causes, viz: 

(1.) The prevailing annual action of the resultant E. and W. 
current, or of the resUltant N. and S. current, according to the 
declination of the needle t except when the declination is easterly, 
when the two ourrents will cooperate. . 

(2.) The varying action of the impulses proceeding from the 
resultants of the new currents and those previously existing, 
shifting and ohanging in intensity from year to year, which run 
through all the places that He on the east and west sides of the 
magnetio meridian of the station. 

Let us conceive the diverse directions of the needle on differ
ent meridians to be represented by a sinuous curve, alternatel,Y 
concave and convex toward the north, to which the needle IS 
Jlerpendicular j a certain point of the concave portion being on 
the meridian of Philadelphia, and a point of the convex portion 
on the meridian of London. Now confining our attention to the 
first operative cause, on the concave part where the declination 
(E. or W.) is small it is plain that the N. and S. current should 
prevail, and therefore the needle have an annual westerly move
ment. But at a point of the ascending curve where the decli
nation (W.) is large, the other current should prevail, and the 
needle turn toward the east. Both of these cases are represented 
by the present secular variations at Philadelphia and London. 
On the higher part of the curve, where the declination (E. or 
W.) is small, tne N. and S. current should prevail again, and 
the needle be deflected toward the west. The neutral, or transi
tion points in the curve, should fall at about equal distances on 
opposite sides of the point of maximum declination (W.). 

If we follow the curve ascending toward the west, from the 
line of no declination on this continent, both sets of currents will 
coOperate, and the needle should turn toward the west, as it 
now does throughout the United States. It appears then, that 
throughout Western Europe and the U niten States the actual 
progressive movements of the needle are precisely those which 
should result from the operation of the first cause above men
tioned ; tbat is, from the direct action of the new currents devel
oped. at tbe station of the needle. 

To understaud how an alternation of movement may occur at 
a given sLationz we must consider tho probable and possible 
effects of the otber general cause. Under the operation of the 
first cause the present westerly movement, at Philadelphia, 

Au. JOUB. SOL-8BCOND SBRIU, VOL. XLI, No. 12l-JAlf., 1866. 
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should continue until Philadelphia has ma~neticnlly the position 
of the more westerly of the two neutral pOints. above mentioned. 
But the needle will not in fuct remain stationary ''ihen this po
sition has been reached j this could not be the case unless the 
effects of the varying resultants of the new and old currents 
should exactly counterbnlance each other. In reality, those on 
tho east side should preponderate over tbose on the west side 
because they will be more displaced, and the currents of impul
sea proceedmg from tbe same number of points will correspond 
more nearly in direction on the east than on the west side. The 
tendency of the second general cause should then be, to give the 
needle at Philadelphia a motion toward the east, in the magnetic 
position in which it would othenvise remain stationary. 

If we now revert to London, as a type.station for Western 
Europe, tbe present easterly mov-ement of the needle should 
continue until the mngnetic position of the more easterl;r of the 
two neutral points, so called, is renched. But at this pOSition the 
resultant currents at places lying to the west, should, in tbe 
existing condition of the currents of the eastern continent, pre
ponderate over those lying to the east, and the easterly move
ment should therefore continue. The continued operation of 
the second general cause may thus keep up an easterly move
ment until the needle attains to a certain easterly declination. 
But the direct tendency to a westerly movement that increases 
as the easterly declination becomes greater, must ultimately pre
vail, and the needle begin to turn toward the west. 

It is obvious that the general result is the same as if the 
whole system of currents were gradually transferred to the west; 
or the representative sinuous curve had such a. motion,-its 
folds at the same time changing more or less. Or rather, to 
obtain a comprehensive view of the entire process, we should 
conceive of a system of such re'presentative curves, traversing 
the earth's surface, at various dIstances from the equator, and 
suPtp'0sethe whole system to be carried bodily toward the west. 

10 explain completely the secular variations, especially of the 
horizontalJorce, we must take into account another cause in op
eration, not yet mentioned. It is that the resultant currents, at 
any station, may either be increasing or decreasing in intensity 
from year to year j' for the reason that the annual diminution of 
intensity of currents already existing may be over-compensa
ted by the new currents, or the reverse.' During the perlod of 
over-compensation or of increasing intensity, the period of the 
secular cliange of declination should increase, and aecrease in the 

o A. tendency to 1\ diminution oC the horir.ont4l torce may nrise Crom two 
0l1l5eS, viz:: a. gradulll decline of ~ currente. and an increase in the ecliptic 
photospheric c:nrronts developed by the UD~ of the allroralmatter received from 
tho elm. 
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suc.eeeding period. Since it appears from Mr. Schott's discus· 
sion of the secular variations (see Report of Coast Survey for 
1855, p. 887), that the secular period is shortening on the west
ern coast of the Atlantic, we have to infer that we are at present 
in .that magnetic phase in which the reinforcement of intensity, 
from the new currents, is less than the annual diminution. In 
this circumstance we have the probable explanation of the an· 
nual diminution of the horizontal force in tiie United States and 
Canada. An increase of the photospheric currents may cooperate. 

Another general principle should be had distinctly in mind, 
. in this connection j it is that the action of the auroral matter reo 
c.eived from the sun, upon the photosphere of the earth, develops 
there a system of currents, the tendency of which should be the 
reverse of that of the corresponding system continually developed 
in the crust of the earth, by. the ether of space. 'l'he relative 
dil'C)Ction iq whioh the solar matter approacl:ies the earth, is also 
approximately the same as that of tlie impulsive action of the 
atlier j only that in proportion as the velocity of recess from the 
sun, is greater, the. di.rection of appr~ac~ is displaced toward the 
sun. As already mtlmated, the lmpmgmg solar matter, also de
velops radial currents, by direct action propagated to the crust 
of the earth. This effect we have recognized in the partial 
dependence of the morning variation of thc declination, and of 
tbe horizontal force, upon the eleven.year period of the sun's 
spots. It is also strikingly manifest in determining the principal 
deflections of the needle during an Aurora Borealis i at the same 
time that the ecliptic and equatorial currents, from E. to W.: de
veloped in the pl:iotosphere, have the effect to diminish the.hori· 
zontal force. This supposed action of the solar matter upon the 

. crust of the earth may arise either from the direct propagation 
of the impulses, as already intimated j or more probably from 
an increase in the density of tbe ether, resulting from the accel
eration of the fall of the matter in question, produced by the 
earth's attraction . 

. The secular variations should also be dependent, in some de
gree, upon the electric currents due to the solar matter. In fact 
there is .abundant evidence of such dependence: The annnal 
rates of variation of all the magnetic elements, vary during the 
eleven·year period as they should 110 upon tbis supposition. 
Thus the tendency to a westerly deflection of the needle, and to 
a diminution of the horizontal and vertical forces, is least in the 
year of minimum spots and magnetic disturbances. It is inter· 
esting to observe, in the ~hiladelphia Observations, how mImi· 
festly this minimum tendency existed in the case of each of the 
three elements, in the years 1842, and 1843. Another evidence 
of the dependence in question is afforded by the fact that the nn· 
nual rate of the secular variation of declination, in tbis country, 
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reaohed its maximum about the year 1855 i and tbat this is near 
the maximum epooh of the secular period of the sun's spots, 
In Europ~ the tendenoy of the same general cause is to make the 
secular rate the least at the same epooh. In this way, probably, 
it has happened t.bat the increasing secular rate of the easterly 
movement there has become nearly constant.' 

Observation has furnished the means of testing the explana
tion we have ¢ven of the pro~ive change of declination. 
Dr, Loyd, in hlS discW!sion of the Dublin Observations (between 
1840 and 1843), has established that the needle at Dublin has, 
from the vernal equinox until after the summer solstice, a mo
tion in a direction opposite to the annual progression, and a 
motion in the other direction from the autumnal to the vernal 
equinox. The discussions of the observations at Philadelphia, 
and Toronto, have revealed a similar law at thoso stations, though 
the direction of the annllal progression is reversed. Now, at 
Dublin the new currents developed at all seasons tend to givo 

, From our pregent stllnd.point we may obtain a distioct view of the origin of the 
diverse lUlOinous phenomena of the Aurora Borealis, ns well ns of the attendao. 
magnetic pbenomenn. We mllY perceive that the Aurora is a eombined mogneto
electric aud ell!ctro·ma.,"Iletic phenomenon :-that tho auroral light mul&s (rom 
oloetrlc dischllrges along the linelt or magnetic polllrization thllt trflvorse the mll88el 
of Bolar matter, while pllSsiog ovor from the preceding to the following side or tbe 
oarth's photo~phere: that the disebargl'oS are iu a greut degree due to the demag
netizing action oC the electric currents developed hy the solar maUor impinging upon 
tbe p'roceding aide oC tbe pholospbere; but in part. alao to " diroet dl8turoonce or 
the electric equiUbrium, Illong the lines of polarization, by these currents, or by tha 
free electricity in the photosphere. We bere aUude, especially, to the mora eon
spiauoua auroras. It is conceivable that should thero be an lntennisslon in the recep
tIon oC auroral matter from the sun, 01' the supply Ceebla, tbe curren&s continulllly 
excited in the earth's crust by the ether oC splice, mny by augmenting the intensity 
or the earth's magnetism, originate currents in tha pholosphere, (Hrected upward in· 
stead of downward. Suel. effects should be especinlly observable in tho regions oC 
greatest. directivo Corco. It is to be obse"ed that lIHl tendency oC tlte demagnotlz. 
iog action accompanying tbe more conspicuoDl anroras. with tho attend alit electric 
cUlTlmts, is to disperse the auroral mntter, and in this way to occaaion its expulsion 
to an indefinite distance, UDder the operation o( tho repulsive force or the earth el:
erted upon single molecull!<l, or minntely divided IllllSSC8 (see thiB Jonrnal, vol. 
xuviii, p. 'l0. 'l'he decrease of the earth's magnetizing action cooperate9 in this. 

There nre IIOvomllmportllnt probable iuferences that may be drawn from the pre
eadiog discussion, which it may be ndviSll.ble to state here, very briefly. 

1. '!'be 8un mWit have become ma,,"Delized nner the 811mB manner ns tho earth, by 
reason oC its rotation, and of its mOlion oC rolation combined wi th lis pregressivo 
motion tbrou;h space. As in tbe case oC the earth. tllere mWit be a continual de
velopment oC new currents, tending to eult its magnetic slate. These DOW currents 
by this mooe of action should coDdense the Ruroml malter of the photosphere, along 
tho lines of polariznUon, and &0 develop both light and heat. The8po18 on tho SUD 
.Ilre probably due 10 an inverse eJI'ect (that is, dema,,'"Oetizing aOlI dispersing), pro
duced by the electric currents direetly developed in the photosphere, by tbe descent 
into i~ of cosmiC!ll walter, lIS the 100 moves Corward in spnee. According to this 
tbe f&CU1m and accompanying dark spots. have a similar origin to terrestrinl "urol'll& 
Upon tbis theory tbe dn.rk spots should be wanting at tbe mugnetio equator, and at 
th8 polet. They should also be mo~tly confined to low latitudes (heliographicn1). 

It iJ probablll that a largo fraction of tbe heat by which the temperature oC the 
body or the IIUD i9 maiotllined is tho result of tbe eoatinunl recurreuCII oC the pro· 
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the needle an. easterly deflection j except near the autumnal 
equinox when their effect upon tbe declination will be B~~ht. 
FOr the currents will run from S. of the magnetio E. to l't. of 
the magnetic W" except at the autumnal equinox when they 
will be nearly perpendicular to the needle. In the annual in
equality, therefore, the needle should be in its most ensterly po
sition at the vernal equinox, when the currents will be most ob
lique to the needle, and at its most westerly position toward the 
autumnal. equinox. At Philndelphia and Toronto the secular 
change is due to the excess of the N. to S. currents, from the 
summer to the winter solstice, over the S. to N. currents from 
the winter to the summer solstice. Under the influence of these 
currents the needle should be in its most westerly position near 
the winter solstice, or near the close of the period during which 
the N. to S. currents are developed i and at its most easterly po
sition near the summer solstice. 'fhe observations at these sta
tions give results in entire accordance with these theoretical con
clusions. But for the influence of the currents at other localities 
the amount of the inequality should be equal to the annual 
secular change. This was the cnse at Toronto (each 2', in the 

ceu or magnetimtlon by the impinging nction of the ether of spnce (p. 66~ Tha 
penetration of cosmlcal mntter Into tho photosphere is noother BOureo or hent. 

2. Simnllrinf~reocc8 may be dnwn·with respecL Lo the DIlIgIIeUe IIDd thermal 
condition oC the plnoets. nod nn approximate estimnte may be mnde of the com
parative condition of tbe dUferent bodies of the BOlar system. 

8. The continual dovelopment oC llont In the entiro mass of the carth, by the IIIl
tion of tbe ether.la probnbly the origin of those snbterrnoelln Titnnic forces, 'Which 
have so repelltedly. m ptlBt geological nges, fractured nnd uphenvcd certnin portiODIJ 
oC the earth'a crust; IIDd whose efl'ects ore now observable in ea.rtbqunkes Dnd vol. 
caoIc eruplioos. Upon tbis idea there should probably be certain lines or upheaval 
corresponding to the magnetic currents, in some of their shifting and comparatively 
atlltionary position~. 

4. The rotating nnd revolving nucleus oC a comet should become mngnetiJiled and 
beRted in the same mnoner as the earth, nnd the sun, botb in its mll88 nnd photo
ophore. In this fact we bave the apparent origin ,,£ the formntion nnd detaehment 
of BlIccessive nebnlous envelops, noll of the emissioo of Inminons Jets from the DO
cleus ;-the process of detachment nnd indefinite expulsion bemg the SElme lIS 
already nlladed Lo, CL9 in operatloo in tho photosphere of the earth (p. '16). The 
samo process attends tho formation of tbo solnr epots, and originates streams of neb. 
ulous mntter, eBen in the zodillenlligbt. The reaidual cometa~ phenomena, which reo 
main ulWCCOuoted for by OIOOrs ond Bessel's tbeory, ae applied nod amplified by the 
author (see this Jouranl; vole. xxvii,xxix, nod ltltltii, [2]) may be understood, in their 
minute detllils, in the light of tho present conception. 

II. U moy be added, in coDfirmotion of the theorr of the continonl dllSCCnt DC nu
rorol mntter, derived from tile sun, into the earth a photosphere, thnt the dinmal 
variatlous of tbe electric tension Dear the enrth's 8urrncc, nre in ReenrdnDCe witb thot 
idea thot free atmospheric electricity, for which no ndequate terrestrlol CAuse has 
yet been nsccrlnlneo, is derived from tho aurornl matter thus received. .Also, the 
diumDl vnriations of tho barometer nre other observed efl'ects that should molt, 00 
mechnoical principles, from the SIIIIIC generol cnuse. 

Again, the dimmutlon In the bourly fall of the temperature,.during tbe latter 
pllrt of the night, for which no sufficient meteorologicn1 cause can be foood. would 
seem La Bfford direct evidence of tho heating etrect tbnt baa been attributed Lo thlt 
rosisting impulses rceaived from tho ether oC ~pIlCO. 
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years from 1845 to 1851). At Philadelphia the ~nnual progres
sion, in 1843, was (4/4) i more than double the nnnual ineq,un.lity 
(2/). This must be attributed to the preponderating action Qf 
the currents traversing those localities at which the needle was 
turning toward the west. 

Unequal Magnetic Intensitiea of the two Hem18pheres.-This has 
its origin ill the unequal absolute velccities of the earth, flear the 
equinoxes, resulting from the progressive motion of the Bolar 8!Jslem. 
A calculation from the most reliable data. gives for the ratio of 
the maximum velocity (March 4,) to the minimum velocity 
(Sept. 6), 1·29. Now the :ver. equi. currents determine the 
magnetic intensity of the southern hemisphere, in high latitudes, 
and the aut. equi. currents that of the northern hemisphere; 
and the ratio of intensities at the poles (dip 90' should be 
nearly equal to that of the max:. and min. velocities (1-29). Ac
cording to Gauss's charts, its actual vnlue is 1'82.8 

[To be concluded.] 




